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Your background music needs to match the atmosphere of the lecture. Since theres a potential for
sound-induced distraction, however, youll want to be subtle with your choices. Smith told us that

using a boring piece of music can make your presentation seem boring, and that a playful,
danceable song can create more of a mood. Select a song that complements what your speaker is
saying, but not one that distracts from it. Lecture-recording software provides a number of features

to help you be organized and prepared, including time-keeping tools, annotations, and a list of
contact information. To choose the best lecture-recording software for you, read all of the advice
listed in this guide, and think about which features are most important to you. (If youre a student,

you might also want to think about which features are most important to your teacher.) If you work
on a computer, youll want to use software that can record lectures and other class sessions. There

are two basic ways to do this. The first method involves running a recording software program
directly on your computer while you record. Another option is to use a standalone USB microphone
with a lecture-recording software program. Whichever route you choose, youll need to be on the

lookout for latency. (Latency, we explain in more detail in this guide, is the amount of time it takes
for sound to be recorded, transmitted, and played back.) For any lecture-recording software, we

recommend that you install it on a separate hard drive from the computer youre using during the
presentation. If you need to be precise about the size and shape of a lecture, you can set these

parameters on each individual session. You can also create a default setting by clicking the Save
button on the Program Options or Microphone Setup dialog boxes.
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The harness maker rises and faces the stranger. Its often said, he gives his speech as a warning to
others. The stranger is not a man of God, but he has an argument to make. He is a man of God,
because his speech is. It is true that the harness maker is the traditional, the most traditional

representative of evil, but the stranger is superior in that he is a man of God. It would be impossible
for me to preach to you as a man of God because I am not. The harness maker perhaps sees God in
the stranger, but he has also seen God in Glanton. If he can see God in Glanton, he must see God in
me as well. There is a chasm between two of us, for me to come to the harness maker and preach to

him is futile. It would be as though I spoke to the side of a hill: the hill cannot hear me. With the
Blood Meridian lecture, the Boston School of Folklorewill host a wide array of guest lecturers who

have challenged their own practice, and the cultural contexts in which they write, in ways similar to
what McCarthy is doing in the story. Its the idea of the Carnival Fandomis to transform a certain
genre of writing and to place it within other genres (for instance, the somber form of the essay,
which can be set against the fluidity of story), but, for each of these lectures, the idea is to allow

discussion and debate among the writers and artists who have contributed to the discussions of the
major themes that McCarthy sets the scene for with Blood Meridian. 5ec8ef588b
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